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Gun Vise ......................................................................................782-731 ..........................................................................MSRP $64.46

GUN VISE

Secure your rifle or shotgun for just about any work you want to per-
form on it.  The Tipton Gun Vise is an ideal "third hand" for cleaning
and gunsmithing.  It features a rubberized cradle and jaws to protect
and grip your gun, a quick release cam action for easy access, molded-
in compartments for solvents and small parts, and is made of tough,
solvent-resistant polymers.

Specially designed
front to support any
style forend, right
side up or upside
down

Flat bottom compartments for
cans and bottles 

Round bottom compartments for
screws and small parts

Adjustable pivot arm to
fit any size stock

Quick release cam 
for easy operationCenter support to 

secure the gun
Non-marring rubberized 
cradle & jaws

Non-marking, super gripping rubber
feet for a stable work vise 
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Best Gun Vise ..............................................................................181-181 ........................................................................MSRP $123.20

BEST GUN VISE
Tipton's Best Gun Vise is the Best tool you can own for working on your guns.  The vise was designed to
accommodate the widest possible range of firearms for cleaning, maintenance, or gunsmithing, and is easily
configurable to handle bolt-action rifles, break-open shotguns, AR-15's, and handguns.  A central aluminum
channel lets the user move individual components to the ideal position for their firearm.  Each individual com-
ponent then adjusts to the perfect position for secure support.  The rear base features two adjustable offset
clamps for a tight grip on a wide range of buttstock configurations.  The Best Gun Vise is extremely stiff and is
made from high-quality, solvent-resistant nylon that will stand up to years of hard use.  Patents pending.

•  Non-marring contact surfaces 
•  Every component adjusts to accommodate different firearms and projects 
•  Stiff, solvent-resistant nylon stands up to years of hard use 
•  Innovative, off-set clamping mechanism on rear base

Front support adjustable
for height

Three independent
supports move the
length of the vise on
extruded aluminum
track

Separate cam blocks
move independently
to accommodate any
stock shape

L-shape center support
moves where you need it

Flat and round bottom 
compartments hold bottles,
screws and parts

Innovative patch storage

Quick-
release
cam
levers

Versatile clamp and support system 
accommodates even pistols and revolvers.

Holds hinged-receiver rifles open to gain
access to bore, receiver and fire control
components

Exposes the breech on any break-open 
shotgun for easy cleaning or inspection.
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TIPTON BEST BORE BRUSH RIFLE SET
Conveniently packaged 14-piece caliber-specific set of Best Bore Brushes means you always have the
right brush at hand.  Contained in a durable, hinged box with marked cavities, it's easy to select the
correct Best Bore Brush for your particular application.  Because they are caliber-specific, you can be
assured of an optimum fit to your firearm's bore for efficient and thorough cleaning.  17 to 45 caliber
(does not include 20 caliber).  All brushes have 8-32 threads (17caliber has 5-40 threads and is a
standard bore brush.)  See page 41 for the complete line of bronze and nylon Tipton Bore Brush Sets
for handguns, rifles and shotguns.

Product # ...............................................402-173...............................................MSRP $24.62

BEST BORE BRUSHES
We believe that the Tipton Best Bore Brushes are the finest ever
offered.  They meet or exceed military specifications and are
designed to satisfy the shooter who wants the best tools to maintain
his or her guns.  The components of Tipton Best Bore Brushes will
not scratch or in any way harm the finest bore.  The core is a single
piece of brass wire that passes through the threaded brass coupler,
guaranteeing that the core will never separate from the coupler in
the barrel.  Bristles are made from high-quality bronze, which is
much softer than barrel steel but more than aggressive enough to
scour away lead fouling, copper fouling, and powder residue.  Each
brush contains the maximum number of bristles that can be inserted
for the caliber.  20% more than standard brushes!  You will feel the
difference.  Because of their density we recommend that Tipton
Best Bore Brushes only be used with a quality one-piece rod and
and an appropriate bore guide.

Caliber Each 3-Pack 10-Pack 100-Pack
MSRP $1.98 $5.58 $15.68 $108.62
20 428-476 669-638 197-356 187-951
22 727-109 140-337 882-927 840-132
243/6mm 181-435 758-284 610-187 580-141
25 153-485 657-930 229-196 227-210
6.5mm 293-673 269-421 220-568 401-743
270 794-326 622-858 111-345 870-435
7mm 341-375 146-917 355-446 519-201
30 152-457 868-556 634-045 504-614
8mm 624-540 427-343 320-660 480-191
338 879-596 178-821 632-184 174-485
35 288-646 606-367 642-348 222-203
375 231-322 127-759 794-858 532-129
40/416 695-790 317-183 236-105 437-555
44/45 191-136 629-958 625-005 523-411
50 BMG 766-282 561-865 893-880 379-227

Wire-through coupler for
maximum strength

20% more bristles 
than standard 
brushes

All components are
non-marring
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DELUXE CARBON FIBER CLEANING RODS

Carbon fiber is well-suited to the tough tasks assigned to clean-
ing rods.  It combines the best features of stainless steel and

coated cleaning rods, then adds valuable properties of its own.  Stainless
steel rods can scratch or wear barrels if they're used carelessly - though
they won't pick up potentially damaging small abrasive particles.

"Coated" rods get part of the job done - they keep the stainless steel shaft from dam-
aging your barrel's rifling, but the coating will pick up small abrasive particles, which means
you're effectively running fine-grit sandpaper through your bore.  Carbon fiber rods are the
best of both: the carbon fiber can't scratch your bore like stainless steel, and they won't
embed like coated rods.  Plus, Carbon Fiber rods can be bent to an extreme degree and return
to their original straightness.  During Operation Iraqi Freedom, US military armorers called on Tipton to provide cleaning rods that would clean
service rifles in demanding conditions.  It made sense to us: Carbon fiber is an ideal material for cleaning rods.  We call these cleaning rods
"deluxe" because they feature an ergonomically designed handle that spins on two sets of ball bearings - the result is a cleaning rod that
smoothly follows the rifling both pushing and pulling, even while under pressure.  The "shank-through" construction also allows the user to apply
"reasonable" hammer blows to the end of the cleaning rod to get a tight patch through a bore.  Available in in four diameters and six lengths to
fit most rifles, pistols, and shotguns.  Rifle and handgun rods are threaded for 8-32 accessories, except 17 caliber rods which are threaded 5-40.
Shotgun rods are threaded 5/16"-27.

• Carbon Fiber Shaft Prevents Bent Rods  
• Ball-Bearing Handle Allows Full Following of Rifling  

Choice 

of the 

US Military.

STAINLESS STEEL CLEANING RODS

All the features shooters demand in a cleaning rod, at an affordable
price.  Fouling and abrasive particles cannot imbed in the hard, stain-
less steel shafts.  The tough, chemical-resistant handle features a self-
lubricating bearing for smooth rod rotation while cleaning.  Pistol and
rifle rods have 8-32 female threads (except 17 caliber, 5-40 thread).
Shotgun rods accept standard 5/16"-27 threaded accessories.

Stainless Steel Rifle Rods .............Product # ..........MSRP
17 Caliber, 1-piece 36"..........................321-874.............$20.99
22 - 26 Caliber, 1-piece  26".................500-183.............$19.34
22 - 26 Caliber, 1-piece  40".................343-656.............$22.64
22 - 26 Caliber, 3-piece  40".................773-995.............$24.29
27 - 45 Caliber, 1-piece  26".................569-705.............$20.17
27 - 45 Caliber, 1-piece  40".................228-082.............$26.76
27 - 45 Caliber, 3-piece 40" ..................701-673.............$27.79

Stainless Steel Pistol Rods ...........Product # ..........MSRP
22 - 26 Caliber, 1-piece  8" ...................492-316.............$16.03
22 - 26 Caliber, 1-piece  12".................172-574.............$16.03
27 - 45 Caliber, 1-piece  6" ...................557-051.............$17.08
27 - 45 Caliber, 1-piece  12".................270-001.............$17.08
27 - 45 Caliber Contender 

Cleaning Rod 18".................................374-140.............$17.90
Stainless Steel Shotgun Rods ...... Product # ..........MSRP
1-piece 36"............................................772-095.............$20.99
3-piece 36"............................................576-817.............$24.29
Shotgun Chamber Rod 4" .....................789-454.............$16.79

CLEANING ROD

RACK
Keep your cleaning rods safe, secure, and organized with this sturdy
Rack.  Black, rigid polymer Rack is 10-3/4" long and holds six rods.
Resistant to solvents, lubes, and preservatives.  Supplied with two
screws for attachment at any convenient location near your bench or
cleaning station.

Product # ...............................................160-539.....MSRP $5.59

Now in 

17 Caliber!

NEW
Models 

for 2005!

Caliber 26" 3-Pack 36" 3-pack 40" 3-Pack 44" 3-Pack
12" 26" Retail Pack 36" Retail Pack 40" Retail Pack 44" Retail Pack 62"

17 Caliber 448-529 146-468 578-655 107-486 512-333
MSRP $33.50 $33.50 $100.50 $38.92 $116.76
22 - 26 Caliber 658-675 216-411 430-886 224-784 182-978 152-964 783-485
MSRP $32.64 $32.64 $36.92 $110.76 $36.92 $110.76 $38.92
27 - 45 Caliber 303-569 376-252 720-747 147-741 413-662 178-747 509-320 554-455
MSRP $32.64 $32.64 $36.92 $110.76 $36.92 $110.76 $38.92 $116.76
40+ Caliber 654-574 189-446 157-379
MSRP $36.92 $38.92 $55.86
Shotgun 713-415 753-753
MSRP $36.82 $110.46
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BORE BRUSH CHART
Bronze Nylon Stainless Steel

Quantity Quantity Quantity

SOLID BRASS SLOTTED TIPS

For flooding the barrel
with solvent or wiping
the bore with oil or
preservatives, nothing
beats a patch in a
Slotted Tip.  Tipton
offers an assortment of
four caliber-range specific Rifle/Pistol tips for
your convenience, or they can be purchased
separately.  Solid brass is softer than barrel steel
so there is no worry of damaging your bore, plus
they will last much longer than the typical syn-
thetic plastic tips.  Rifle/Pistol Tips are threaded
8-32 and the Shotgun Tip 5/16"-27.

Description..............Product #....MSRP
Rifle/Pistol Set of 4 ......554-428 .........$8.39
22 - 29 Caliber ............428-953 .........$2.79
30 - 35 Caliber ............211-422 .........$2.79
35 - 44 Caliber ............777-753 .........$2.79
45+ Caliber .................400-385 .........$2.79
Universal Shotgun .......339-005 .........$2.79

1...............3...............10 .............100 1...................3 ...............10.............100 Caliber ..............1 ................3 .............10................100
PISTOL $1.34........$3.68........$11.74 .......$89.59 $1.34............$3.68 ........$11.74.......$89.59 $2.23 ........$4.47 ......$14.55 .....$100.79
22 Caliber 141-224 .....770-767 ......356-062 .......244-558 733-697..........584-467 .......125-173 ......417-868 38/9mm Auto ..613-147.......254-138 .....383-155.......672-211
25 Caliber 442-506 .....507-040 ......120-466 .......229-029 195-383..........109-481 .......112-965 ......372-968 41/10mm Auto 867-569.......716-868 .....680-096.......246-602
32 Caliber 165-494 .....892-661 ......352-897 .......389-952 554-384..........716-412 .......116-585 ......130-301 44/45 ............637-289.......305-370 .....114-308.......754-059
38/9mm Auto Caliber 132-567 .....631-419 ......627-021 .......181-158 414-408..........703-841 .......704-875 ......419-508
41/10mm Auto Caliber 688-432 .....223-504 ......548-257 .......167-950 375-313..........701-308 .......177-128 ......486-485
44 Caliber 837-675 .....670-133 ......335-060 .......229-523 758-450..........604-537 .......656-016 ......619-565
45 Caliber 882-480 .....737-502 ......392-203 .......306-424 754-848..........355-866 .......540-020 ......308-629
475/480 Caliber 242-143 .....141-054 ......704-342 .......479-027 172-903..........854-780 .......131-109 ......571-541
Rifle $1.98........$5.58........$15.68 ......$108.62 $1.34............$3.68 ........$11.74.......$89.59
17 Caliber 397-273 .....212-009 ......179-052 .......598-348 165-260..........698-306 .......691-861 ......447-262
Rifle $1.34........$3.68........$11.74 .......$89.59 $1.34............$3.68 ........$11.74.......$89.59
22 Caliber 824-157 .....162-429 ......466-875 .......519-772 673-312..........749-051 .......690-246 ......714-822
243/6mm Caliber 500-144 .....239-196 ......543-889 .......779-441 734-846..........176-663 .......545-852 ......584-516
25 Caliber 221-650 .....839-291 ......100-225 .......558-907 782-068..........559-632 .......125-551 ......825-739
6.5mm Caliber 771-216 .....631-538 ......291-327 .......422-679 108-542..........413-806 .......625-073 ......102-182
270 Caliber 152-059 .....749-677 ......848-786 .......235-282 132-793..........887-541 .......625-053 ......550-837
7mm Caliber 592-926 .....282-762 ......188-414 .......556-506 495-735..........355-747 .......487-058 ......123-736
30 Caliber 662-588 .....541-921 ......113-901 .......546-958 317-679..........125-012 .......479-395 ......238-739
8mm Caliber 680-055 .....708-162 ......103-729 .......208-068 174-199..........437-445 .......879-986 ......419-050
338 Caliber 532-158 .....473-020 ......103-563 .......687-347 337-467..........565-703 .......712-091 ......344-317
35 Caliber 438-536 .....275-888 ......587-953 .......871-024 482-973..........105-458 .......196-043 ......136-310
375 Caliber 869-280 .....348-657 ......646-413 .......609-911 126-391..........468-709 .......512-868 ......351-192
40/416 Caliber 686-152 .....712-217 ......588-385 .......840-332 180-890..........592-325 .......842-874 ......487-750
44/45 Caliber 868-316 .....607-135 ......709-648 .......668-987 101-933..........303-351 .......342-903 ......674-765
Shotgun $1.89........$4.47........$16.79 $1.89............$4.47 ........$16.79
10 Gauge 576-032 .....662-575 ......169-195             101-583..........580-755 .......438-569
12 Gauge 112-897 .....612-735 ......340-935             871-040..........241-974 .......187-779
16 Gauge 180-412 .....383-231 ......298-674             393-453..........196-883 .......621-254
20 Gauge 297-335 .....215-223 ......773-906             442-823..........741-573 .......715-881
28 Gauge 137-893 .....849-144 ......436-961             363-501..........314-984 .......570-281
410 Bore 711-770 .....286-637 ......155-960             771-984..........649-406 .......715-910

CHAMBER BRUSH CHART

For the ultimate in bore cleaning, see the Tipton Best Bore Brushes listed
on page 38.  Featuring non-marring components, a wire-through coupler

and 20% more bristles than standard brushes, the Best Bore Brushes 
provide a revelation in barrel maintenance.

Bronze Nylon

Stainless Steel

1.......................3 ........................10 1 ...................3....................10
Shotgun $1.89................$4.47 .................$16.79 $1.89 ............$4.47.............$16.79
12 Gauge 338-504 ..............165-458 .................894-578 523-561 ..........209-756 ............803-581
16 Gauge 334-920 ..............234-454 .................233-091 367-526 ..........516-045 ............861-540
20 Gauge 629-752 ..............618-072 .................253-119 119-345 ..........770-932 ............280-244
28 Gauge 120-832 ..............149-954 .................298-030 564-747 ..........356-527 ............284-985
410 Bore 718-304 ..............799-670 .................136-958 124-489 ..........550-617 ............652-928

Rifle...............................................................Product # ......Price
22 RF Chamber........................................................544-677 .........$1.34
223/222/221 and similar .........................................102-779 .........$3.34
WSM/RUM/404 Jeffries and similar.........................440-609 .........$3.34
308/30-06 and similar.............................................143-824 .........$3.34
Standard Belted Mag..............................................185-838 .........$3.34
50 BMG ...........................................................................................617-617 .............$7.73

1 ..........................3 ............................10 ................................100 
38 Caliber ................................202-345..........................194-118 ......................362-291 ............................183-203
44/45 Caliber ..........................645-285..........................189-888 ......................788-525 ............................542-709
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Description.............................1...............3 ...................10
MSRP ...................................$3.82.......$10.49........$33.47
17 Caliber..............................538-269 .....312-659.......131-384
22-25 Caliber .......................183-369 .....653-568.......709-262
6.5mm-338 Caliber ..............160-872 .....386-626.......478-098
8mm-375 Caliber .................247-673 .....181-031.......480-820
40-45 Caliber .......................224-790 .....676-648.......353-039
Chamber Mop, Large Rifle ...146-000 .....746-181.......445-040
Chamber Mop, Small Rifle ...828-618 .....466-771.......371-484
10, 12 Gauge .......................171-546 .....657-972.......243-027
16, 20 Gauge .......................870-702 .....681-324.......102-015
28 Gauge .............................877-770 .....682-539.......381-271
410 Bore ...............................467-925 .....242-967.......359-374

BORE AND CHAMBER MOPS

100% Cotton Mops are ultra absorbent.  They
hold and carry solvents, lubes, and preserva-
tives into your bore and chamber.  Great for
applying large quantities of modern copper
solvents to fouled bores.  Small Rifle
Chamber Mops fit 22 Hornet, 222, 223, etc.  Large Rifle Chamber Mops
fit 22-250, 308, 30-06, belted magnums, etc.

TIPTON BORE BRUSH SETS

Tipton Bore Brush Sets are a new concept in firearms
maintenance.  Conveniently packaged caliber- and
gauge-spe-
cific sets of
brushes
means you
always have the
right brush at hand.  Because they are caliber- and gauge-specific,
you can be assured of an optimum fit to your firearm's bore for effi-
cient and thorough cleaning.  Contained in a durable, hinged box
with marked cavities, it's easy to select the correct brush for your
particular application.  Tipton Bore Brush Sets are available in both
bronze and nylon.  Bronze brushes are made from premium phos-
phor bronze for long life and cleaning power.  The nylon brushes are
made from a material that is unaffected by most modern solvents
including copper solvent which can easily deteriorate a bronze
brush.  Threads fit most popular brands of cleaning rods (8-32 for
Rifle and Pistol, except for 17 caliber which is threaded 5-40), and
5/16-27 for Shotguns.  Rifle set contains 14 caliber specific brushes
(17-45 caliber), Pistol set contains 8 brushes (22-47/48 caliber),
Shotgun set contains 6 brushes (410-10 gauge).

TIPTON 12-PIECE JAG SET

These 12 solid brass cleaning jags are the
fastest way to thoroughly clean, dry, or oil
the bore.  Each jag is designed to pro-
vide a tight fit between the patch and
the bore.  A pointed tip keeps the patch
centered and allows it to drop off when
the jag exits the muzzle. Made with 8-32
threads (17 caliber has 5-40 threads),
they will fit most brands of cleaning rods,
and should provide years of service.  Kit includes 17, 22, 243/6mm,
25/6.5mm, 270/7mm, 30, 338/8mm, 35/9mm, 375, 40, 44 and 45 jags.
Convenient storage box features marked cavities for each caliber.

Product # ...............................................749-245...MSRP $18.74

CLEANING PATCHES

100% Cotton Flannel Patches, precisely cut to the
correct size for use with Tipton Jags.  When used
with slotted tip, choose the next size larger for
optimum performance.  12" x 12" white cotton

Wiping Cloths made from the same material as our Tipton Cleaning
Patches.  Perfect for wiping down firearms with preservatives or lubri-
cants.  Many uses in the shop.

Description............................Quantity..Product # ..MSRP
17-22 Caliber, .75" Square ..............100.........476-217 .....$3.91
17-22 Caliber, .75" Square .............1000........652-376 ...$12.31
22-270 Caliber, 1.13" Square ..........100.........359-811 .....$4.47
22-270 Caliber, 1.13" Square .........1000........618-061 ...$14.55
27-35 Caliber, 1.75" Square ............100.........444-068 .....$4.47
27-35 Caliber, 1.75" Square ...........1000........279-375 ...$16.79
35-50 Caliber/20 Gauge, 

2.25" Square..................................100.........192-431 .....$4.47
35-50 Caliber/20 Gauge, 

2.25" Square..................................500.........364-206 ...$13.43
10, 12, 16 Gauge, 3" Square ............50..........616-858 .....$3.91
10, 12, 16 Gauge, 3" Square ..........500.........470-796 ...$19.03
45-58 Caliber Black Powder, 

2.50" Round...................................250.........784-909 ...$11.19

Description.........Product #
17 Caliber

(5-40 threads) ........154-070
22 Caliber ..................356-987
243/6mm Caliber .......696-435
25 - 6.5mm Caliber....584-696
270 - 7mm Caliber.....768-059
30/303 Caliber ...........193-225

Description.........Product #
8mm - 338 Caliber.....485-467
338 - 35 Caliber.........434-832
375 Caliber ................272-744
40/41/416 Caliber ......412-599
44 Caliber ..................301-110
45 Caliber ..................239-013

TIPTON INDIVIDUAL JAGS

MSRP $1.78

Nylon Bronze

Description....................................Product # ..........MSRP
14-Piece Rifle Best Bore Brushes............402-173.............$24.62

Description ...........................#.......MSRP .......#.......MSRP
14-Piece Rifle Brush Set...........615-333 ..$20.40...168-577..$18.74
8-Piece Handgun Brush Set ....145-963 ..$12.16...845-102..$10.50
6-Piece Shotgun Brush Set......113-713 ..$14.22...671-861..$12.56
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RANGE BOX

The Tipton Range Box is the ultimate in convenience for shooters and hunters.  It
organizes everything you need, from cleaning supplies to rifle rest bags to targets.
It is available with either an empty cleaning kit box, or with a complete cleaning kit
that will service any and all guns in that category.

• Compartmentalized Storage Spaces  • Removable Cleaning Kit  
• Rubberized Cradles to Hold Most Firearms  
• Solvent Resistant Polymer Construction

Description ...............................................Product #..........MSRP
Rifle and Handgun Range Box 

with Complete Cleaning Kit .............................482-254..........$166.42
Rifle, Handgun and Shotgun Range Box 

with Empty Cleaning Kit...................................458-509............$60.44
Shotgun Range Box 

with Complete Cleaning Kit .............................729-329..........$149.10

RIFLE & HANDGUN CLEANING KITS

Tipton Rifle and Handgun Cleaning
Kits are stocked with the highest
quality supplies.  We don't believe
in plastic jags or plastic slotted
tips, and you won't find any here.
This kit contains quality brass jags
and slotted tips, premium
bronze brushes, and
lots of other exclusive
tools and accessories
you never knew could be
so helpful.  All packed in a conven-
ient carrying case.

• 11 Bronze Brushes  
• 12 Brass Jags  
• 4 Slotted Tips  
• 200 Patches (22-45 caliber)  
• Utility Brush  
• Nylon Gun Brush  
• 3-Piece 40" Cleaning Rod, 22 Caliber 
• 3-Piece 40" Cleaning Rod, 27 Caliber  
• 10 Shooter's Swabs  
• 3 oz Bore Solvent  
• 2 oz Gun Oil  
• Action/Chamber cleaning tool set 
• 4 Cleaning Picks

Product # ...................................534-451.............MSRP $112.82

We didn't cut any corners on the Tipton Shotgun Cleaning Kit.
Everything you could possibly need to perform the cleaning opera-
tion on your most prized smooth bore is included inside a durable
carrying case.  

• 7 Bore/Chamber Brushes  
• 4 Bore Mops  
• 200 Patches-410-12 Gauge  
• Shotgun Patch Puller  
• Utility Brush  
• Nylon Gun Brush  
• 10 Shooter's Swabs  
• 3 oz Bore Solvent  
• 2 oz Gun Oil  
• 4 Cleaning Picks  
• 3-Piece Cleaning rod  
• Chamber Rod

Product # ...............................684-250 ..................MSRP $80.58

SHOTGUN CLEANING KITS



CLEAN AND OIL BRUSH

Fine natural bristle cleaning and oil application brush.
Hundreds of soft, thick 1-3/4" bristles, do a great job
cleaning and carrying oil and preservatives to the exterior
of your guns, and the hard-to-reach areas like under vent
ribs.

Product # ...............................................375-777.....MSRP $4.47

ACTION/CHAMBER

CLEANING TOOL SET

These tools are made specifically
for those hard to reach areas inside
the receiver of your bolt action rifle.  The action cleaning tool utilizes
cylindrical swabs to clean and lubricate the locking lug recesses.  The
chamber cleaning tool uses a mop to remove carbon and powder
residue that is often left in the chamber during conventional bore
cleaning.  Includes both tools, a small and a large rifle chamber mop,
10 swabs, and a nylon cleaning brush.

Description....................................Product # ..........MSRP
Action/Chamber Cleaning Tool Set .......368-628...............$8.95
Replacement Swabs, Pack of 100 .........115-373...............$4.47

METAL MAGIC GUN CLOTH

Non-abrasive metal cleaning cloth
designed to remove carbon, lead, and
burn marks from stainless and nickel-
plated firearms.  Use as part of regular
maintenance to keep your revolver or
pistol looking like new.  Handy 6-3/4" x
4" size, in easy-close bag.  Caution: continual rubbing can remove
conventional bluing and case colors.  

Product #..............................................# 292-640 ...MSRP $3.94

CLEAN AND LUBE BRUSH

100% natural bristle brush only 1/2"
wide is perfect for cleaning and lubri-
cating small, hard to get at areas on all
firearms.  Use dry to sweep out dust

and unburned powder.  Use with solvents to loosen up more tena-
cious fouling.  Apply lubes and preservatives to critical points in the
action and trigger assembly.  

Description....................................Product # ..........MSRP
2 Pack.....................................................862-185...............$2.78
12 Pack...................................................806-270...............$4.46

SHOOTERS SWABS

Wire-handled swabs are perfect for applications of
lubes and preservatives.  They also work well with sol-
vents to scrub out recesses in receivers, bolt bodies,
and other hard-to-reach areas.  Dozens of uses.

Description................Product # ..........MSRP
50 ....................................757-554...............$8.38
100 ..................................350-379.............$14.54

SMART PACKS
Innovative, convenient package with all the quality
cleaning rod accessories you need for cleaning,  pack-
aged by caliber.  Each Smart Pack kit includes all three
of our popular cleaning rod accessories: Brass Jag,
Bronze Brush, a Cotton Mop, and a supply of our ultra-
absorbent cotton Cleaning Patches.

Description....................................Product # ..........MSRP
17 Caliber ..............................................869-497...............$7.02
22 Caliber ..............................................159-836...............$7.02
243/6mm Caliber ...................................693-405...............$7.02
25 and 6.5mm Caliber...........................881-441...............$7.02
27 Caliber ..............................................143-319...............$7.02
30 Caliber ..............................................699-583...............$7.02
8mm and 338 Caliber............................710-897...............$7.02
9mm/38/357 Caliber ..............................558-790...............$7.02
10mm/40 Caliber ...................................333-966...............$7.02
44 Caliber ..............................................197-237...............$7.02
45 Caliber ..............................................739-439...............$7.02

SILICONE CLOTH

Protect your fine firearms from
corrosive fingerprints and the ele-
ments.  The soft cloth, impregnat-
ed with pure silicone, provides
the perfect wipe-down for your
guns before putting them away.
Protects metal surfaces from rust and corrosion at extreme tempera-
tures, and leaves a shiny, well-preserved appearance.  Will not evap-
orate or dry out.  14" x 15".

Product # ...............................................650-730.....MSRP $5.59

FLIP-TOP SOLVENT BOTTLES

Set of 3 High Density Polyethylene 4 oz bottles are the
perfect size for use on the bench or taking to the range.
Holds solvents, oils, and many other liquid products.
Each bottle comes with two caps, one Flip-Top, one
standard.

Product #............................197-624.....MSRP $5.99
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PIPETTES™
Convenient, no-spill means to transfer liquid products for
mixing and measuring.  Perfect for adding bore solvents,
oils, and preservatives to patches, brushes, and mops
without contaminating the bottle contents.  Measure
stock finishes, stains, and other finishing products.
Available in two lengths, 3-1/2" and 6".

Description...........................................2 ......................12
MSRP .................................................$2.22..............$4.46
3-1/2" .....................................................751-224 ..........154-174
6"............................................................159-743 ..........146-527

HEAVY DUTY VINYL GLOVES

Cleaning firearms can be a messy job.  These
Heavy Duty 10" long Vinyl Gloves will protect
your skin from solvents, penetrants, lubes, and
preservatives.  Keep lead and carbon fouling
off your hands.  Because they are heavier than
"surgical" gloves, they can be expected to last
for many cleaning jobs.  Offered in medium and large. Quantity, 6
pair. (See page 35 for sizing chart.)

Description....................................Product # ..........MSRP
Medium .................................................149-472...............$5.58
Large ......................................................195-845...............$5.58

COSMOLINE™ 
Recognized by firearms enthusiasts for decades,
Cosmoline is the favored preservative for long-term
storage of guns, tools, and other metal objects.
Cosmoline is a soft grease that has demonstrated to be
the definitive rust and corrosion inhibitor.  Made to original GI specifi-
cations, Cosmoline can be brushed on directly, or warmed in hot
water for dipping small parts.  12 oz can.

Product # ...............................................267-557...MSRP $12.31

GUN OIL

Effective friction reducer in all climates.  Resists moisture and
provides a protective coating that will not dry out over pro-
longed periods.  Handy 2 oz container.

Product # ...................................859-896.....MSRP $2.22

RUST SHIELD

Cleans and prevents rust in one application.
Rust Shield combines nitro-solvent and rust
preventing oil in one product.  Dissolves pow-
der residue, primer and metal fouling, while
penetrating the pores of the metal to provide
rust protection in any climate.

Description....................................Product # ..........MSRP
Chamois Wiping Cloth...........................789-945.............$11.19
Refill, 2 oz..............................................501-962...............$7.83

MOLY SUPER LUBE

Tipton Moly Super Lube com-
bines space-age lubricating gel with molybdenum disulfide.  The
moly embeds in the pores of the metal and provides long-lasting
lubrication.  The 10 oz applicator-tip syringe allows you to apply just
the right amount!  Perfect for semi-auto pistol slides, actions, triggers,
barrel threads, bolt raceways - you name it!

Product # ...............................................672-592.....MSRP $8.14

RUST GUARD

Rust protection and lubrication in one package.  6 oz
aerosol contains DuPont Teflon® to lubricate moving parts,
and a preservative to guard against rust and corrosion.
Spray on when a thorough cleaning is not convenient; after
cleaning use to lubricate and preserve before storage.

Product # ...............................................248-829.....MSRP $6.71

BORE CLEANING SOLVENT

Heavy duty formulation removes all traces of copper and
carbon fouling, and residues of powder and plastic wads.
Contains rust preventing preservatives for long-term storage.

Description....................................Product # ..........MSRP
3 oz........................................................746-274...............$4.47
16 oz......................................................420-764.............$15.67

INSTA-CLEAN

All-purpose firearms cleaner/degreaser.  It quickly removes oil
and fouling, dries quickly, and leaves no residue.  Thoroughly
cleans triggers, actions, chambers, threads, firing pins, and
other moving parts.  It is non-flammable and does not
deplete the ozone in the upper atmosphere.  Contains no
CFC's.  Avoid contact with wooden, plastic, and aluminum
parts.  16 oz aerosol.

Product # ...............................................334-393...MSRP $10.07

COTTON INSPECTION GLOVES

Fine, heavy-duty white cotton gloves ideally suited for wear while
inspecting or evaluating fine firearms, knives,
swords, or expensive antiques.  Prevents finger-
printing or transfer of contaminating material that
can degrade the finish of new or vintage firearms
and keepsakes.  Excellent for collectors, apprais-
ers, or anyone dealing in quality firearms.
Package of 4 pair.

Product # ...............................................626-671.....MSRP $6.08
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SHOP TOWELS

Every workbench has a multitude of uses for
the standard red shop towel.  They are
indispensable for wiping off guns, cleaning
up spills and dozens of other uses around
the shop.  Made from 100% cotton, so they are lint free, ultra-
absorbent and machine washable.  Pack of 10 (approx. 15" x 15").

• Ultra-absorbent, cotton towels specifically for wiping down firearms  
• Replaces the pile of dirty rags on your workbench 
• Re-Usable: Just machine wash and dry

Product # ...............................................387-044...............$6.60

GUN CLEANING PICKS

Here's a clever idea that belongs
in every cleaning kit - Gun-
Cleaning Picks.  This set of four
picks with different configurations on each end provide eight different
combinations to get into those tight, hard to reach places.  Made of
high-strength polymer so they won't scratch the finest surface.  Set of
four picks.

• Handy tools offered only by Tipton  
• Helps you reach the most important, tightest spots in your firearms  
• Made of a high-strength polymer that won't scratch your gun  
• Set of 4 Picks, each has a different shaped tool at each end

Product # ...............................................549-864...............$4.47

Shotgun..................2 ................MSRP 25..............MSRP
12 Gauge ..................280-986 .......$5.59 613-832 .....$41.70
16 Gauge ...................878-078 .......$5.12 869-524 .....$41.70
20 Gauge ...................191-808 .......$5.12 588-216 .....$45.90
410 Bore ....................358-983 .......$5.12 383-375 .....$45.90
Rifle ........................10 ..............MSRP 25..............MSRP
22 Rimfire ...................831-787 .......$4.78 486-758 .......$7.50
Rifle ........................2 ................MSRP 25..............MSRP
223 Remington ..........415-091 .......$8.60 151-827 .....$69.56
243 Winchester .........270-693 .......$8.60 306-829 .....$69.56
270 Winchester .........709-600 .......$8.60 419-134 .....$69.56
308 Winchester .........134-402 .......$8.60 752-679 .....$69.56
30-06 Springfield.......391-320 .......$8.60 114-549 .....$69.56
7.62x39mm Russian ...787-336 .......$8.60 455-033 .....$69.56
45-70 Gov't, 

45-90, 45-120 ..........378-183 .......$8.60 117-350 .....$55.99
Pistol ......................5 ................MSRP 25..............MSRP
32 ACP .......................647-663 ......$11.46 601-284 .....$55.99
380 ACP .....................337-377 ......$11.46 405-305 .....$40.90
9mm Luger .................303-958 ......$11.46 176-177 .....$40.90
40 S&W ......................745-435 ......$11.46 607-283 .....$40.90
10mm.........................171-214 ......$14.55 446-854 .....$55.99
45 ACP .......................146-331 ......$11.46 435-232 .....$40.90
Revolver..................6 ................MSRP 25..............MSRP
38 Special, 

357 Magnum............321-398 ......$11.46 557-192 .....$40.90
44 Magnum................347-873 ......$11.46 623-002 .....$40.90
44-40 WCF .................721-808 ......$14.55 877-632 .....$55.99
45 Colt .......................612-637 ......$11.46 452-635 .....$40.90 MAINTENANCE MATS

The perfect material to lay
on your workbench while
cleaning or disassem-
bling firearms.  No-mar,
low-pile surface protects
firearm finishes while
helping keep track of small
parts.  Excess oils and solvents are absorbed into the mat, keeping
the surface clean and dry.  The Tipton Maintenance Mat rolls easily to
fit in your range box.  Machine or hand washable.

Description....................................Product # ..........MSRP
12" x 24" ................................................602-557.............$12.31
16" x 54" ................................................380-861.............$17.91

SNAP CAPS

Snap Caps have a variety of uses
around the bench.  It is generally
accepted that one shouldn't drop the
firing pin on an empty chamber -
which is the primary reason to have
Snap Caps for your favorite guns.  You should always use Snap Caps
when checking or adjusting the trigger pull.  If you prefer to release the
tension on the hammer springs, when storing your guns, Snap Caps are
ideal.  Whatever your needs, Snap Caps are handy and inexpensive.

GUN BRIGHT

Scrub off grease, grime, and rust without damaging
your firearm.  Amazing, all stainless steel pad is
tough on rust, but gentle on bluing.  Used with a
penetrating oil and a gentle touch, the Gun Bright
Pad is capable of sweeping away surface rust from
your firearms while leaving any remaining original bluing intact.
Adding a tuft to a shotgun brush quickly scours plastic and powder
fouling out of your barel.  Great for removing carbon deposits and
other stubborn buildups.

Product # ...............................................439-502.....MSRP $7.20


